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Abstract
With the emergence of the film, both the oral and written tradition and the universal heritage of civilization are 

completed with a new chapter, the audiovisual. Social or interpersonal relations, public expressions of any form, are 
also mediated by this new expression. Public space of expression is no longer exclusively interpersonal, but increasingly 
virtual. The image becomes a mediator between the individual and the world, and television, the connection point of 
multiple ontological issues. The language of new audiovisual forms have contributed to the development of specific new 
expressive forms, and these have in turn generated the erosion of traditional notions and relations both regarding the 
individual and the social realm. The result is seen in the reconfiguration of the perceptual framework and the changing 
of the referential systems.
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Time and space are being rounded 
up into diff erent forms nowadays with 
the help of the modern instruments we 
use to deliver our messages from and to 
the world. Cinema, the TV, the comput-
er are discoveries that changed the pub-
lic agenda of the 20th century; with them, 
humankind has reset its coordinates and 
changed its references and the 21st cen-
tury is already known as the century of 
communication. The new audio-visual 
means of communication have practical-
ly re-organised human relationships, the 
whole society and, ultimately, the Human 
Being. The constant improvement of 
modern technologies gives a new shape 
to the many forms of human interaction. 
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The individual that communicates, the digital human being, virtual reality, the online 
status are new forms – quite visible and palpable – of existence in the current social 
spectacle of our lives and they are only a few of many.

What is fi lm? What is television? What do these new means of communication have 
in common? A quick and terse analysis would indicate the following: they share a spe-
cifi c type of message that sums up information from two diff erent means of expression 
– information that is perceived in two separate ways but is assimilated simultaneous-
ly as a whole; another thing they share is a fundamentally undividable element of ar-
ticulating the message – the frame (defi ned as part of a continuous record saved on a 
particular media) and a common set of rules for encrypting and decrypting these mes-
sages, rules that have been combined into a specifi c language. Thus, with the invention 
of fi lm, the universal patrimony of civilization and of writt en and oral tradition takes 
on a new chapter – that of the audio-visual. Personal memory or institutionalized li-
braries have included new sectors where, alongside writt en books, we have the audio-
visual stories stacked up within the already well-known media centres. Social or in-
terpersonal relationships and the public expression – in any of its forms – also fall un-
der the infl uence of this new means of communication. The public space is no longer 
exclusively interpersonal and tends to become more and more virtual, where people 
don’t actually meet with each other, or speak face to face. The human being looks into 
a screen and is being looked at through a screen. The social stage, as well as the more 
restricted artistic one is seen through windows or through the display of the camera:

“The theatre stage or the painting have been replaced by the lit up screen, or the big 
screen – the screen that catches life in its very evolution... The screen was not merely 
an invention, a natural part of the 7th art, but that magic space where the dreams and 
wishes of the human being were actually projected”.1

Gilles Lipovetsky (2008) takes a look at the role and the way these new technologies 
influence the many aspects of the dynamics of social life resorting to the analysis of 
one particular concept – that of “the global screen”, imagined as a type of universal 
window that the modern world uses to look at the people around and to define itself. 
This concept has multiple meanings that overlap and are connected. The global screen, 
in the broadest sense of the word, refers to the new “universal power of the screen 
world and the general state of watching and being watched through a screen, both 
made possible by the new technologies”.2 The dawn of this new zodiac sign for the 
modern world prompts Lipovetsky to formulate some other questions as well. What 
are the effects of this increase in the use of the screen to our relationships to the world 
and to each other? What form of democratic cultural life does the expansion of digital 

1 Gilles Lipovetsky, Jean Serroy, The global screen. Cinema and media culture in the hypermodern 
era, Ed. Polirom, Iaşi, 2008, p. 7.

2 Ibidem, p. 20.
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images allow? What are the effects to the collective and individual mind from within 
traditional communities? What is, in this new context, the destiny of thought and art?

To Silverstone television is the determining factor of the new social design and the 
TV set acquires a three-folded “personality”. Thus, the TV is an object that “shows us 
the substance of our daily rituals and the sett ing for the transcendence of our limited 
world”. Secondly, the TV is the means of communication that “widening our range of 
action and increasing our sense of security in a world of information, encloses us in a 
network of time and space connections - both locally and globally, on a domestic scale 
and a national one – network that threatens to overwhelm us but, at the same time, 
off er us a basis for the need to have a citizenship, or to belong to a community or re-
gion”. Thirdly, the TV is a form of entertainment and gett ing information “that off ers, 
through its programs and shows, stimulation, excitement, peace and quiet and, with-
in our state of order, reinforcement of the thought that our day to day life is fl eeting”.3

Adorno and Horkheimer introduce to this context the concept of “culture industry” 
as an adjustment to the initial notion of “mass culture”, thus emphasizing the spon-
taneous forms of mass culture that the new informational society produces. Film and 
television, as iconic elements of the industrial culture, convey products (of an audio-
visual nature) that are built for being consumed and, in accordance with the particu-
lars of the consumerism, these generate a whole paradigm of audio-visual demand. 
Theorizing on mass culture, Adorno points out the fact that capitalism, with the con-
sumer-receiver placed at the bott om of the chain, will mould the personality of said 
consumer both on a personal level (the imaginary of every individual) and on a so-
cial level (the intersection with material reality). When it comes to mass culture, “ev-
ery manifestation of the imaginary, every hope that imagination alone could bring to-
gether all the litt le pieces of reality are rejected as unfi t. Imagination is replaced by a 
tireless mechanical control mechanism able to decide whether the latest broadcasted 
image is in fact a keen and trustworthy refl ection of reality.4“

By watching the very visible eff ects of television on the society during the 70’s, 
Umberto Eco is able to come up with a new concept, that of “neo-television”; this 
new concept will make the transition towards some utt erly surprising forms of “stag-
ing of the day to day life”, particularly referring to the way TV programs become 
more and more interactive. Let’s take for instance the case of talk-shows and TV 
quizzes: an audience is going to be present on the set, audience that acts as a rep-
resentative of the receiver; in the same way, candidates for said programs are go-
ing to be selected out of the mass of people that acts as a receiver (the audience be-
comes part of the message); reality and fi ction are going to mix and change (reali-
ty becomes fi ction – by means of news broadcastings, while fi ction uses up the trust 

3 Roger Silverstone, Television in day to day life, Ed. Polirom Iaşi, 1999 pp. 31-32.
4 Theodor W. Adorno, The Culture Industry. Selected Essay in Mass Culture, Routledge, London 

and New York, p. 63.
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fund of “real”, un-faked images). Neo-television places the human being at its cen-
tre and gravitates, in terms of target and content, around the human being and its 
existential status, synthesized by key words such as reality, truth, knowledge or di-
alogue (all these terms have a correspondent in the media world: reality-show, cine-
verité, talk show and so on). We see the human being inside a real space (real tv), with 
the need to dialogue (the talk show) or to get more knowledge (Discovery) or be bet-
ter informed (Info-news). “Television has become the symbol of the power of media, 
of the media capacity to not only transform reality, but also to build new worlds”.5 
This new type of television show (neo-television, reality TV) goes beyond its descrip-
tive-interpretative function, creating a double virtual reality, a mockery that would 
eventually, as part of the communicational paradigm, turn into a model that day to 
day life will take on as a new reference. The media and digital eras appear to have 
“infected” the traditional public space of social manifestations forcing it to revert to 
diff erent forms of expression; two main directions have become visible: the fi rst one 
refers to a migration from the public space towards the private one (and not necessar-
ily according to a certain partnership between the public and the private); the mul-
tiplication of screens and media, plus the fact that screens are becoming smaller and 
smaller, have turned the informational fl ow into a private accessory, quite diff erent 
to what it set out to be at the beginning of the communicational era.

For instance, when it fi rst appeared across the villages, the TV was seen as a prod-
uct of the community, even though it only, physically, belonged to a single individu-
al. Everyone on the street would gather around in the yard of the person owning a TV 
set the same way they used to gather up publicly for fi lm screenings. The later multi-
plication of screens within private spaces had the eff ect of re-organising the paradigm 
of familiar environment, due to the presence of a new, virtual, member in the com-
munity, a member that dictates new rules and new connections of the private world.

Patrice Flichy shows how, simi-
lar to the radio,

“television was born as a means of 
communication within the fami-
ly and has taken the role of the fi re-
place within the structure of the fami-
ly... the space and time of television is 
now shaping each family’s life, from 
the meals eaten together to the taking 
the children to sleep.”6 

5 I. Drăgan, Romanian magazine of communication and public relations, nr. 6/7, 2003, p. 47.
6 Patrice Flichy, A history of modern communication, Ed. Polirom, Iaşi, 1999, p. 212.

Image 3.1. “The fireplace” role of the TV
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If before, the light-the warmth-the fire were the elements that physically polarised 
around them the human presence, with television action will take on this role; apart 
from the heat it generated, action opened the window of imagination towards the 
realms of dreams; ever since the screen was invented the effect of the fire has been 
replaced by “the energy” of images. Symbolically, television waves will transport our 
conscience to other transcendental worlds. The screen takes us to unimaginable places 
and makes us part of worlds that are hidden or forbidden.

Moreover, it turns us into active witnesses to spectacle of the world. In a very sig-
nifi cant way, nowadays the screen is the mirror of what could be or of what has been and 
might be – a holder of everything imaginary and human. Thus, image has built up on its 
role of mediator between the individual and the world, moving forward from its func-
tion of formless “communication instrument”, a stage it seemed to be stuck at, during 
some of the ages of human development. In the contemporary information-bent world, 
television becomes the meeting point of several ontological elements. Moreover, im-
ages in motion appear to challenge their role as mediator and tend to move towards 
becoming “the absolute ruler, a dictator that defi nes the public agenda and feeds our 
need to know more, to be entertained or to fi nd shelter”. (J. Aumont, 1998) 

Ever since technology has been the mediator of our relationship to reality, the world 
is no longer what it used to be. The technical evolution has precipitated the social equa-
tion, turning it into something much more complicated. Within human society, both on 
a social and interpersonal level, new unknown quantities have appeared. Personifying 
“the fl ow of information” and embracing it as the alpha member of the family are hap-
pening, according to Silverstone, as a result of multiple types of persuasion actions; 
the emotional and the cognitive come on top of “space and time references att ached to 
the daily and political routines”.

Nowadays, the cinema hall or watching together a TV program appear to be ob-
solete and marginal; a niche where, from time to time, the eff ects of communicational 
isolation burst out. In the modern family, the husband and wife have their own per-
sonal screen, according to their very diff erent needs; an old tradition still stands, how-
ever: that of watching TV sport events in public. We have less and less time or need to 
physically go to the traditional places where we could socialize or consume or view art. 
Nowadays we are able to access our wishes or navigate in space and time by means of 
a single click. The versatility and the mobility of the virtual environment give way to 
another trend in contemporary thought and artistic expression – a mutation, in fact, of 
creation or perception – that of relocating the space of private, interpersonal expression 
from reality into the virtual environment; this switch from direct to non-direct will, of 
course, lead to a change in the means of expression as well.

The language of new audio-visual means has generated, in the fi rst place, new and 
specifi c forms of expression; these, in turn, greatly contributed to the erosion of tradi-
tional concepts and relationships, both within each individual and within each com-
munity. Ever since 1936, Walter Benjamin, in his essay entitled The work of art in the 
context of the age of mechanical reproduction, observed the way the means of perception 
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change as a result of the change that technology generates; the model he studied was 
that of the work of art being transformed by means of technical methods. He notes that 
technological mediation will change existential coordinates through distinct mutations 
in perception. In Benjamin’s opinion, this change is brought on by “the altering of the 
perceived space” as a result of the re-shaping of the individual’s relationship to objects 
around him, generated by the new technical paradigm: ”The need of contemporary in-
dividuals to bring things closer is as intense as the tendency to spoil the uniqueness of 
reality by accepting to reproduce it”. The reconfi guration of perception is caused by 
technology mediating the relationship between the human being and reality. 

To Douglas Kellner media culture (similar to the industrial culture) gives way to 
a phenomenon of “colonising spare time that dominates day to day life and shapes it 
through the placing in the centre of it all of television consumption”. Kellner connects 
all contemporary cultural ways to the social and technological infl uences of the screen 
world. Cultural media studies point to a critical theory of society, while articulating 
new ideologies, values and representations. The reference to social values off ers “a cog-
nitive map of society that produces a culture able to mould said society”. If we take, 
for instance, artistic visual communication, it becomes apparent that the role of “the 
non-dark room” or that of the traditional art gallery has changed completely, switch-
ing towards a more virtual, private space, accessible by means of a Screen. In the same 
way, the TV set – as the object – television and internet – as media – have taken on the 
part of the public space designed for art (and more) sharing: 

“The TV set is also a catalyst to cultural practices associated to postmodern world; a 
world of perpetual roaming and, at the same time, an expression of the new social and 
individual dynamics”.7

Figuratively speaking, the dark room has turned into a new type of “exhibition 
space” that virtually brings together art objects on display and television, as an 

7 I. Drăgan, Romanian magazine of communication and public relations, no. 6/7, 2003, p. 49.

Image 3.2. Dark room/art gallery
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unexpected offspring of the dark room, also assumes the role of a new exhibition 
space.

“This hypermodern mutation is responsible for aff ecting, globally and in a much 
synchronized manner... the economy, culture, consumption and aesthetics”8, while, 
at the same time, having an equal infl uence on the customs, the mentality and all the 
particulars of each community. News bulletins, for instance, deliver the same informa-
tion to everybody, at the same time, on a regional scale and a global one as well. There 
is no diff erence between what someone living in a rural community – physically re-
mote from the actual scene of political events – and what the individual close to those 
events see; because the screen is multiplied and connected at the same time to the same 
source. Recently, this phenomenon has gained a new dimension (which helped bett er 
defi ning the behaviour of consuming information): that of 

“news delivered through internet which not only off ers a cocktail of media, text, imag-
es, videos and cartoons but also gives the consumer the liberty to choose the moment 
when they might be prepared to pay att ention to the news.”9 

The possibility to mechanically reproduce undermines the uniqueness and the 
authenticity of a particular artistic product – traits that Benjamin has included into 
the concept of “aura”. Film and television, as the most active forms of this process of 
undermining art, generate destruction of the essence of traditional values of the cultural 
patrimony. If, in the past, tradition and customs would be naturally perpetuated, as 
part of a “cinema-like process” where personal experience was orally transmitted from 
one generation to the next (the “mental film” thus created being a sort of a database 
for the identity and conscience of the successors), in the new age of communication 
the above mentioned process has been replaced by the “global screen” that, by means 
of similar mechanisms, reproduces different other “mental films”, especially films that 
come from the outside of the community.

This mutation from the exclusive “kinematics” built on the stories of the ancestors 
to the “universal archive” of television and internet that off er free and limitless direct 
access, generates a process that will result in the dilution of collective identity of tradi-
tional communities as well as of the identity of each individual. Apart from other in-
fl uences, this phenomenon is mainly responsible for transforming society even more 
dramatically than economy or politics might have done, because it generates a pro-
found change in the references of humanity. 

John Fiske has noticed that in the traditional society this sort of ritualistic exposure 
is performed with the help of the institution of the bard (who plays the part of mod-
erator of oral speech, the story teller for the collective message, placed at the centre 
of community, in a positive and dynamic stance that allows him to enunciate myths); 

8 Gilles Lipovetsky, Serroy, Jean, cited source., p. 19.
9 Dereck de Kerkhove, L’inteligence des réseaux, apud. I. Drăgan, cited source., p. 44.
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similarly, the part of the bard, in all of its defi ning principles, has been taken and per-
formed by television, at a global scale. With the help of this parallel, Fiske introduc-
es a new concept, that of bard television; a concept that anthropomorphically personi-
fi es television as the referenced broadcaster of modern metamorphosis of music, po-
etry, fi ction and the imaginary.

The sum of cultural references is no longer the real one, that of human society but a 
substitute of that, delivered by means of screen. The listing of these examples serves to 
show the way communicational society reshapes the universe of images; it tends to and 
manages, up to a point, to replace reality, while, at the same time, real natural space is 
being substituted by the one recreated with the help of images in motion. “Television 
is thus the epicentre of cultural references, a deciding factor of the symbolic structure 
of contemporary environment and the most infl uential component of public speech“.10 
The “on line” connection, by means of new media, to the bard database – this virtual 
encyclopaedia of all human knowledge – makes human communities appear similar 
to informational networks; and the similarities go as far as having the same vulnera-
bilities of the informational networks apply to the human ones as well.
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